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Choose one activity from the SHARE AN
EXPERIENCE section that suits you. The
food activity often works well for this, as
you're probably making meals anyway!

While you eat, watch the LOOKING
CLOSELY video and read the book aloud.

Choose one question from the LET’S TALK
ABOUT IT section to discuss. 
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          We recommend printing this guide. Then scan the QR
code for easy access to all of the links. You will need to be
logged in to RAR Premium to view them.

1.

2.

3.

Watch the LOOKING CLOSELY video
together, and read the book aloud. 

Read the book again, and do
something from the SHARE AN
EXPERIENCE section.

Choose a few questions from the
LET'S TALK ABOUT IT section to
discuss. 

Join us for a Nature Study &
Economics Lesson based on this
book on November 9th. (see p. 6)

How to Use this Guide

SCHEDULING YOUR FAMILY BOOK CLUB

a quick dip________________ a longer linger_____________________

Short on time? Do your Family Book Club in a
single sitting by combining it with mealtime. 

If you’d like to spread your Family Book Club
out over the month, try this schedule.

Week 1:

Week 2:

Week 3:

Week 4:

his guide is a feast; don't try to do everything in it. Just pick and choose what appeals to
you! Remember that the goal isn't to get it done—the goal is to fall more in love with
books, and more in love with each other.

T
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How to Use a QR Code:
Position your phone's camera as if to take a picture of the code. 
When a notification appears at the top of your screen, tap it!

https://readaloudrevival.com/author-events/ox-cart-man
https://readaloudrevival.com/author-events/ox-cart-man
https://community.readaloudrevival.com/calendar/event/453-literary-nature-study/
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Anaphora is repetition of words at the beginning of a sentence.
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About the Book

Looking Closely
WATCH SARAH INTRODUCE THIS BOOK ON VIDEO  (5 Minutes)

TITLE:

AUTHOR:

ILLUSTRATOR:

BEST FOR AGES:

                                   Ox-Cart Man

                                   Donald Hall

                                   Barbara Cooney

                                   all

The ox-cart man packs the goods he and his family have
spent the year making. He travels over hills, through valleys,
by streams, past farms and villages. At Portsmouth Market
he sells his goods, one by one—even his beloved ox. Then,
with his pockets full of coins, he wanders through the
market, buying provisions for his family, before returning
home. It all begins again. 

Winner of the Caldecott Medal.

______________________________________________________________________________

He packed a bag of wool,
He packed a shawl,
He packed five pairs of mittens
He packed candles
He packed apples...

He sold the bag of wool
He sold the shawl...

Then he sold...

Later,

And,

Read the book again, paying special attention to the anaphora. How might using
this poetic device be contributing to the story? Do you think the author might have
used it to emphasize something about his story? 

https://readaloudrevival.com/author-events/ox-cart-man/
https://readaloudrevival.com/author-events/ox-cart-man/
https://readaloudrevival.com/author-events/ox-cart-man/
https://readaloudrevival.com/author-events/ox-cart-man/
https://readaloudrevival.com/books/ox-cart-man/
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This book was originally a poem (find it here). Consider sharing the original poem with
your kids, or read it yourself to compare and contrast. What do you notice? 

This book won a Caldecott Medal in 1980. The Caldecott is awarded annually by the
American Library Association to the artist of the year's most distinguished American
picture book for children. As you look through the book, ask your kids (and yourself)
what you think makes the illustrations notable.

Donald Hall reflects on what winning the Caldecott meant for him
and his wife, the poet Jane Kenyon:

 “First the hardback paid not only for our groceries but for our mortgage.
It also bought something even more important. Jane and I had loved
living in this old family house together from the moment we moved in,
but its old bathroom was deplorable.

 In 1938, with the help of Sears Roebuck, my grandparents had replaced the outhouse with a cold,
spidery, dusty bathroom, its bathtub the size of a toilet bowl, accessible only from the dining room.

 Jane and I decided that we could make a splendid bathroom where our old bedroom was and add a
new bedroom to the house—if ever we had enough money. Nailed above the entrance to the new
bathroom is a plaque: The Caldecott Room.”

- From “Walking to Portsmouth” in A Carnival of Losses

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/43020/ox-cart-man
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Use any of the following questions with kids of all ages. 

Asking open-ended questions is more important than getting compelling answers. By helping our
kids develop the habit of asking questions, we raise discerning readers.

Instead of asking your kids these questions, you can feel free to simply start a conversation by
answering one of the questions yourself. 

            For more tips and suggestions, use the RAR 5 Questions Guide

How is the man's walk to Portsmouth different than his walk home?

How is the family in the book similar to your family? How is it different?

Does this book remind you of any other books?

Did you notice words repeating in this book? Why do you think the author did that?

Should the man have sold his ox? Why do you think he kissed it goodbye?

Would you have changed anything, if you wrote or illustrated this book? What would
you change?

Compare this book with Chanticleer and the Fox, also illustrated by Barbara Cooney.
Do you notice any similarities?

What surprised you about this book?

What is one thing you don't want to forget?

Let's Talk About It
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_________________________________________________________________

https://readaloudrevival.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/RAR-5-Questions-Guide.pdf
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chalk pastels____________________

Choose an experience that best suits your family right now.

Short on time? Serve the meal for dinner. (You've got to feed everyone anyway, right?)  The goal is
connection, so just choose the experience that sounds most enjoyable to you. 

The ox-cart man packed potatoes dug from the
garden after saving some to eat in the winter,
and some to plant in the spring.

Potato soup makes a lovely read-aloud meal. 
 Here's a Baked Potato Soup recipe worth trying. 

Share an Experience

baked potato soup
__________________________

Is there a sheep farm near you?  Some farms sell wool
or have spinning demonstrations. Search "sheep farm
near me" online to see what's available in your area. 

Watch a two-minute spinning demonstration at
George Washington's Mount Vernon on YouTube. You
may want to watch it more than once!

visit a sheep farm_________________________

Grab your chalk pastels (my kids share a set
like this, broken up into pieces) and some white
construction or printer paper to paint a wagon
like the ox-cart man's.

Watch the video tutorial here. 
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https://www.allrecipes.com/recipe/12997/baked-potato-soup-i/
https://www.allrecipes.com/recipe/12997/baked-potato-soup-i/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ltXHYIc015M
https://amzn.to/3AY7cDB
https://www.chalkpastel.com/ox-cart-man-art-lesson/
https://www.chalkpastel.com/ox-cart-man-art-lesson/
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T his workshop will happen live on November 9. A replay will be available afterward.
RSVP and get all the details here.

Literary Nature Study
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Nature journal or blank, white paper
Pencil
Colored pencils or markers
A copy of the Productive Resources Page

Join us for a Literary Nature Study Workshop & Economics Lesson based on Ox-Cart Man.

Cindy West will be our guide as we learn all about sheep, and how nature provided the productive
resources used by the ox-cart man's family. For ages 6-16. 

Each of your students will need:

is passionate about nature study. She offers classes and
resources for creative homeschooling at her website,

Our Journey Westward. 
 

RAR Members will particularly enjoy her 
No Sweat Nature Study program. 

Cindy West

https://community.readaloudrevival.com/calendar/event/453-literary-nature-study/
https://community.readaloudrevival.com/calendar/event/427-literary-nature-study-workshop/
https://readaloudrevival.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/Ox-Cart-Man-Productive-Resources.pdf
https://ourjourneywestward.com/ref/182/
https://ourjourneywestward.com/shop/ref/182/
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Barbara Cooney's other Caldecott Award-winning book. Compare the
illustration styles in this one and Ox-Cart Man, and discuss those similarities
and differences with your kids!  

Best for ages: all

Chanticleer and the Fox
Adapted and illustrated by Barbara Cooney

Related Reading

A lovely picture book that will give your kids lots to look at. What happens
during one year on a farm? Month by month, the animals at Maple Hill Farm
sense the changing seasons and respond to the changes. This one is worth
owning for your own family library!

Best for ages: all, especially 4-8

The Year at Maple Hill Farm
by Alice and Martin Provensons

What if the Ox-Cart Man had taken his son with him to Portsmouth Market?
What might his son have seen on the journey? What might he have learned
about his father? This text-heavy picture book is a worthwhile read-aloud as
the nights get longer and winter draws near.

Best for ages: 5-12

A Long Road on a Short Day
by Gary D. Schmidt and Elizabeth Stickney

The author of Ox-Cart Man edited this lovely collection of poems that 
 returns the forgotten treasures of American children's poetry. Have each
family member choose a poem from this book to share at the dinner table! 

Best for ages: all

The Oxford Illustrated Book of American Children's Poems
edited by Donald Hall
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https://readaloudrevival.com/books/chanticleer-and-the-fox/
https://readaloudrevival.com/books/the-year-at-maple-hill-farm/
https://readaloudrevival.com/books/a-long-road-on-a-short-day/
https://readaloudrevival.com/books/oxford-illustrated-book-of-american-childrens-poems/
https://readaloudrevival.com/books/chanticleer-and-the-fox/
https://readaloudrevival.com/books/the-year-at-maple-hill-farm/
https://readaloudrevival.com/books/a-long-road-on-a-short-day/
https://readaloudrevival.com/books/oxford-illustrated-book-of-american-childrens-poems/

